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Manager’s Report
By Frank McDowell, CEO

The Cargill transition has come together very well by all
accounts. This is attributable to Cargill’s support during the
software transition, New Vision’s IT team putting all the
software and hardware pieces back together, the support of the new employees,
New Vision’s grain settlement and origination employees to manage data between
New Vision and Cargill and the former Cargill customers for their patience and
support through the entire process. On behalf of New Vision Coop’s Directors
and employees, thank you for setting such a high standard through a complicated
process. We are eager to proceed with pre harvest elevator repair and begin the
business of the 2017 grain harvest! Again, welcome to all our new customers!
Don’t forget – New Vision Coop can handle your feed, agronomy and precision
ag needs also!
This newsletter contains important information regarding the 2017 board
election and 2017 Harvest Policies. If you know of someone that is interested in
becoming a New Vision board member, the Nomination Form is included in this
newsletter. Self-nomination is permitted. Harvest policy changes include a
pricing date of August 24, 2018 for unpriced contracts. This was done to close
these contracts within the fiscal year. Another change was the widening of freight
spreads between truck and rail and feed mill locations from three cents per bushel
to five cents per bushel. This is the first change since 1986 so it is long overdue.
New Vision’s financials through ten months are below budget due to Cargill
closing and operating cost, our grain shipment schedule and lower units and
margins in agronomy. This situation is common to most cooperative managers I
talk to. There are two months remaining in the fiscal year so things could change
before the books close on August 31st. It is very helpful to complete grain
contracts with dates of August 31st or prior and have Accounts Receivable
balances paid within credit policy for the audit.
Thank you for your support and mark Monday, December 11 on your calendar
for New Vision’s 19th Annual Meeting.

Grain News
By Keith Newman

well as existing customers. We also believe that the
addition of the Miloma, Alpha and Marna locations will
add value to New Vision Coop by giving New Vision
Coop access to more grain market destinations and more
flexibility in rail and truck logistics.

The 2017 Harvest is just a month
away. The New Vision Coop Board of
Directors continues to invest in your
grain assets to improve harvest speed
and convenience at two locations this year. The Jeffers
project includes a flow-through, semi length, truck scale,
receiving pit and 15,000 bushel per hour receiving leg
and a 650,000 bushel steel bin. The new storage bin at
Jeffers will allow New Vision to handle most of the
Jeffers bean harvest so the remaining storage can be
allocated to corn. In addition to the “big” project, two
existing bins will be converted to full floor aeration in
order to accommodate higher moisture corn. These
Jeffers improvements will give the Jeffers location more
flexibility and space to handle beans and wet and dry
corn during harvest.

This newsletter contains our 2017 Harvest Policies.
They were approved by the Board of Directors to be
competitive and add value to all New Vision Customers.
There are a few changes from the 2016 Harvest Policies.
The pricing deadline for Delayed Pricing bushels has
been moved up to August 24th 2018 from early October.
This earlier Delayed Pricing deadline was necessary to
conclude open contract accounting within the current
fiscal year. The price spread between New Vision’s
truck locations and the UP rail locations has been
changed from 3 cents per bushel to 5 cents per bushel.
This price spread has been 3 cents per bushel since 1986
and has never been adjusted to reflect the increased cost
of transferring grain from the truck locations to New
Vision’s rail or feed mill locations. The original freight
spread structure assumed an average freight subsidy of 2
cents per bushel to transfer grain between truck and rail
locations. Since 1986, the freight subsidy has grown to
5 cents per bushel due to increased freight costs over the
last 31 years. After a lengthy discussion, the New Vision
Board of Directors and management agreed to increase
the freight spread from 3 cents to 5 cents to recognize the
increased freight cost and re-align the subsidy. This
adjustment will also pay customers more to haul grain
direct to New Vision’s rail and feed mill locations. The
goal of the grain department is to continue to provide
competitive services and markets for all of our
customers and generate revenue to continue to build and
improve assets to better serve you. If you have any
questions regarding these policies call the grain
department at 507-842-2001.

The Brewster location will have a new inbound and
outbound scale, grain probe and scale office with an
RFID reader. This project will increase the speed of
inbound and outbound traffic and the grain probe will
give New Vision customers more accurate samples and
grades and reduce waiting time on the receiving pits.
The RFID software requires your grain delivery
vehicle(s) to have a small tag in the truck cab that is
provided at New Vision’s expense. This tag sends a
signal to our truck scale software that will automatically
call up your accounts and recall your vehicle when it
returns to weigh empty. You will still be responsible to
identify the proper ownership and designate the account
that the load applies to and the disposition of the grain.
This system will reduce your time on the inbound and
outbound scale plus reduce errors on tickets. This
system is identical to the software at Mountain Lake,
Heron Lake and Magnolia so it is tried and true. Initial
set up takes a little time but is well worth it for the long
run efficiency and accuracy. Again we would like to
thank the New Vision Board of Directors for approving
these two projects last winter. They will be a great
improvement for all of you.

Reminder: The pricing deadline for current price later
contracts is October 6, 2017.
New Vision Coop would like to thank you for your
continued business and hope you have a safe harvest.

The Miloma, Alpha and Marna locations are new
locations to New Vision Coop this fall. We look forward
to operating these locations as New Vision Coop and
servicing all the new customers to New Vision Coop as
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Nelva Behr Retirement
When Nelva Behr started her
cooperative career forty seven years
ago at the Hills Coop her name was
Nelva Wassenaar. Nelva’s career in
agriculture started on the family dairy
farm located three quarters of a mile east of the Hills
terminal. Nelva accepted a job in 1971 to be Assistant
Bookkeeper at the Hills Coop. The office was in the feed
mill where Douwina Scholten taught Nelva how to do
cooperative bookkeeping. Back in the day, adding
machines were state of the art. They worked great for
adding and subtracting but multiplying required repeated
entries of the same number to be added up in order to get
the answer! Fertilizer analysis was figured by consulting
a fertility chart that showed how much N, P or K to apply
based on the farmer’s yield.

on as they are or join in with others to invest in better
facilities that help the Coop keep up with farmers. The
downside of the merger is the Coop’s culture has to
change with a merger to deliver efficiency.”
“I look back on my years in the Hills Coop and now New
Vision, and I always liked the bookkeeping work. I also
recognize how bashful I was in the early days and how
much fun it was to have the one-on-one customer
conversations and get to know them and their families on
a personal basis. It was one of the best parts of the job.”
“The best advice I can give new employees is: don’t be
afraid to ask questions! I was very fortunate to have
Douwina teach me the ropes in a very supportive manner.
The other advice I would offer is be prepared for some
tough times. It’s not always rosy in agriculture. There’s
a cycle to it that you have to be prepared to work
through.”

In the late 1970s, computers were introduced to
cooperative bookkeeping. These machines read a tape
that contained holes coded to perform bookkeeping
functions.

“If I had one regret, it doesn’t apply to work. I wish my
son and daughter could have had the experience I had
growing up on a family farm. It was a great experience
for me to be involved in livestock and have responsibility
for the young stock. I really enjoyed it. I know it’s a
different world today, but the kids that are able to grow
up in the country are very fortunate in my opinion. It’s a
great life experience.”

Nelva met Ron Behr, her husband, at the Luverne
bowling alley and marriage followed in 1973. Bowling
has been part of the family’s recreation through 2016
when kids’ and grandkids’ schedules got too busy for
bowling and Nelva and Ron decided to focus on
grandchildren sporting events.

New Vision Coop’s employees wish Nelva all the best in
her retirement. New Vision’s customers may see Nelva
in the future as a part-time employee during harvest or
spring season.

Nelva’s retirement decision was partially influenced by
the passing of her brother and sister in 2014 (life can be
short), partially by centralized bookkeeping duties that
occurred due to cooperative mergers and computerization
and the obligation to staff the Hills terminal office.

A retirement recognition event is being planned after
harvest with details to follow. New Vision members are
encouraged to attend to share their appreciation.

When asked about cooperative mergers, Nelva said,
“Cooperative members have two options. They can go

Agronomy News
By Dennis Weber, Agronomy Department Manager

Over the past few years I have talked a lot about the use of Nitrogen Stabilizers. Nitrogen
Stabilizers should be used on any form of nitrogen that is applied to the soil. It’s highly
recommended to wait until the soil temperature reaches 50 degrees or less, before nitrogen is
applied in the fall.
In the past, the most difficult form of nitrogen to use a stabilizer on was manure. DOW AgroSciences’ Instinct
II and Instinct HL were recently approved for manure stabilization when added to the manure pit during
agitation. This is a much more efficient way to apply manure on your fields and receive the benefits of a nitrogen
stabilizer. Review the additional information provided by DOW AgroSciences in this newsletter. It’s an effective
way to stabilize nitrogen nutrients.
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Safety For You
By Brad Berkhof

The most rewarding time of the year for our producers and busiest time of the year for our
employees will soon be upon us. You know I am talking about harvest. Safety needs to be a
priority for everyone this coming harvest season. Long hours create fatigue for everyone, so
please take the time to get plenty of rest, eat solid meals and plan your activities wisely. The majority of farm
accidents today happen because we create the opportunity for the accident by rushing and not taking the time to
think before we act. Harvest season increases the traffic on rural roads and highways with combines and grain
carts moving from field to field, as well as tractors and wagons and trucks hauling grain to area elevators. To
help ensure your safety, make sure to display SMV signs on equipment as well as flashing amber lights on
combines and tractors. Make sure all hitch pins have safety clips and use safety chains if your equipment has
them. Harvest season should be a time to be enjoyed, not a remembrance of an accident. Take the time to think
of the position you’re putting yourself in, whether it’s crossing between wagons at the elevator, climbing under
the head of the combine out in the field or rushing to get to the elevator before they close. There’s always
tomorrow, work wisely to make sure you get to see it!! On behalf of everyone at New Vision Coop, have a safe
and bountiful harvest.
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2017 Board Election
The Advisory Board has served as the contact group for members that are interested in running for the New Vision
Co-op Board of Directors. If you have questions about running or serving as a director you are welcome to contact
any Advisory Board member or elected director listed below.
2017 New Vision Coop Advisory Board Members
Dist 1: Peter Bakken 605-376-3640 & Dave Tofteland 920-7252.
Dist 2: Brian Penning, Chairman 370-3942, Jordan Brake 360-6768 & Keith Sieve 360-4022.
Dist 3: Troy Thompson 360-6623, Richard Cross 360-3885 & Joel Lorenz 370-5104.
Dist 4: Tim Carlblom 628-4902 & Willard Friesen 822-2429.
2017 New Vision Coop Elected Board Members (Term Expiration Year)
Dist. 1: Mark Overgaard, 283-8246 (2018).
Dist 2: Chad Wieneke 472-8597 Sec-Treas, (2018), Robert Newman 926-5220 (2019).
Dist 3: Kevin Schaefer 360-9724 (2018), Tim Hansberger, Vice Chairman 360-9089 (2019).
Dist 4: Kelly Dunkelberger, Chairman 628-4682 (2018), Danny Smith 831-5007 (2018) &
Matt Gohr 507-822-0531 (2019).
Gene Metz, District 2 & Jim Eigenberg, District 3 director terms expire at the December 11, 2017 Annual Meeting.
Gene and Jim have informed the Board that they will not run for re-election.
During the August 7, 2017 Board Meeting, the directors passed a resolution to eliminate the seats represented by Mr.
Metz and Mr. Eigenberg in their respective districts and add one, at large board seat. The elimination of two seats
plus the addition of the at-large seat will result in a nine member board of directors.
An election will be conducted at the December 11, 2017 Annual Meeting for the at-large director seat. If you are
interested in becoming a candidate for the New Vision Coop Board of directors you must meet the qualifications,
complete and return a copy of the New Vision Coop Nomination Form by September 15, 2017 to any Advisory Board
member or Chad Wieneke, Sec-Treas., % New Vision Coop, 38438 210th Street, Brewster, MN 56119.
New Vision Co-op Director Qualifications
Be a member of New Vision Co-op: Must be a producer of agricultural products and patronize the Cooperative
by doing a minimum of $10,000.00 of business during the fiscal year ending August 31, 2017.
Be less than 70 years old on December 11, 2017.
Nominating Procedure
New Vision Co-op members may contact any Advisory Board member or complete nomination papers that are
available by calling the Brewster office (842-2001) or visiting the New Vision website (newvision.coop). The Board
Members review nominations and approve candidates. Nomination papers must be received by September 15,
2017 to be considered as a candidate for the 2017 election.
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2017 NEW VISION COOP HARVEST POLICIES
(Effective September 1, 2017)
ALL PROGRAMS AND POLICIES ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
No early delivery of grain contracts: Grain originally contracted for November or later delivery cannot be
delivered early. Early deliveries of contracted grain will be priced out on the day of delivery and the original
contract will remain in place.
Grain Application at the scale: Our new grain software requires that grain disposition is entered correctly, at
the scale when grain is delivered. All drivers delivering grain will need to know the following information:
Grain owner(s), grain share splits, grain disposition (Cash, Warehouse Storage, Feed Bank, Delayed Price
Agreement).
Deferred Payment Contracts will be available for both corn and soybeans. Grain committed to deferred
payment cannot be changed. Verbal deferred payment instructions are also irrevocable.
Grain will be priced based on its actual delivery point on the date of sale.
Feed Bank Program
Corn deliveries for Feed Bank are limited to Worthington, Windom, Magnolia and New Vision shuttle loading
locations at Brewster, Hills, Heron Lake, Miloma and Mountain Lake. The first 60 days of feed bank stored
grain will be free. If feed bank grain is stored beyond 60 days, storage charges will be invoiced at $.04 per bushel
per month based on the month end balance. Off grade corn containing high Damage and high Foreign Material
cannot be deposited into Feed Bank account. Feed bank grain not processed for feed will be subject to regular
storage charges and a $.25 per bushel penalty.
On Farm pick-up will be available on corn and soybeans on a first come-first served basis with priority given
to New Vision satellite locations. Contact Keith at Brewster (842-2019) for additional information.
STORAGE
No minimum charge! The storage rate will be $.04 per bushel per month with charges calculated on a daily
basis. Storage space will be available for corn and soybeans on a first come-first served basis. Storage space
will depend on pre-harvest inventory, car supply, crop size, and soybean purchases during harvest. All grain
that is sold out of Storage, DPA, or Warehouse Receipts will be sold on the spot cash market ONLY.
Stored grain cannot be applied to Forward Contracts.
DELAYED PRICE Programs - A reminder to producers, DPA contracts are not eligible for CCC loans or
LDP programs.
*SOYBEANS*
The service fee will be $.035 per bushel per month with charges calculated on a daily basis. A $.21 per bushel
maximum service fee of will apply. DPA soybeans must be priced by Friday, August 24, 2018. DPA soybeans
not priced by Friday, August 24, 2018 will be priced automatically and without notice at noon on Monday,
August 27, 2018.
Continued on page 7
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2017 New Vision Coop Harvest Policies continued from page 6

DELAYED PRICE Programs - A reminder to producers, DPA contracts are not eligible for CCC loans or
LDP programs.
*CORN*
The service fee will be $.035 per bushel per month with charges calculated on a daily basis. A $.21 per bushel
maximum service fee of will apply. DPA corn must be priced by Friday, August 24, 2018. DPA corn not priced
by Friday, August 24, 2018 will be priced automatically and without notice at noon on Monday August 27, 2018.

2017 Crop DPA Cash Advance Program
New Vision Coop will offer a DPA contract with a cash advance for 2017 crop corn and soybeans for a limited
number of bushels. These terms are applicable to both corn and soybeans committed to this contract:
1. Title Transfer & Loan Eligibility. Title transfers to New Vision Coop upon delivery. DPA contracted grain
is not eligible for CCC loans or LDP programs.
2. Delivery Conversion Options. Corn or beans that originally delivered to New Vision elevators on Open
Store or DPA may be converted to the DPA Cash Advance Program. Accrued service fees and drying charges
are due prior to issuing an advance if bushels are converted to the DPA Cash Advance Program.
3. Cash Advance. Cash advance can be taken at any time prior February 1, 2018.
4. Market Risk. Producer is liable for any price difference if the market for DPA contracted grain is sold for
less than the advance, plus accrued service charges and any other discounts or fees that may apply.
5. Pricing. DPA Cash Advance grain must be priced by Thursday, August 23, 2018. DPA Cash Advance
Program grain not priced by Thursday, August 23, 2018 will be priced automatically and without notice at
noon on Friday, August 24, 2018.
6. No minimum service fee applies.
7. All terms are subject to change at any time. Quantities for this program are limited.
Additional terms and conditions:
Corn.
Corn will be shrunk to 14.0% moisture.
Drying charges will be paid prior to receiving an advance.
Advance rate will be $ 2.00 per bushel.
Service charges will be 4 cents per bushel per month charged on a daily basis.
Beans
Beans will be shrunk to 13.0% moisture.
Advance rate will be $ 5.25 per bushel.
Service charges will be 5 cents per bushel per month charged on a daily basis.
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2017 Crop Basis Fix Contract with a Cash Advance Program
New Vision Coop will offer a Basis Fix Contract with a cash advance for 2017 crop corn and soybeans for a
limited number of bushels. These terms are applicable to both corn and soybeans committed to this contract:
1. Title Transfer & Loan Eligibility. Title transfers to New Vision Coop upon delivery. Basis fix contracted
grain is not eligible for CCC loans or LDP programs.
2. Delivery Conversion Options. Corn or beans that originally delivered to New Vision elevators on Open
Store or DPA may be converted to the Basis Fix Contract with Cash Advance Program. Accrued service fees
and drying charges are due prior to issuing an advance if bushels are converted to the Basis Fix Contract with
Cash Advance Program. Original shrink and drying charges and accrued service fees will not be adjusted.
3. Cash Advance. Cash advance can be taken at any time prior to the final pricing of Basis Fix Contract.
4. Market Risk. If the futures price less the contracted basis is within $ .10/bushel of the advance paid, the
contract will be automatically priced and settlement made to the producer.
5. Pricing. Basis Fix Contracts must be priced or rolled prior to the Friday before First Notice Day of the CBOT
futures month assigned to the Basis Fix contract. Rolling Basis Fix Contracts will be limited to the
September futures of the following crop year. Basis Fix Contract value will change to reflect the CBOT
exchange spread at that time the contract is rolled.
6. If Basis Fix Contracts are rolled a service fee will apply
7. All terms are subject to change at any time. Quantities for this program are limited.
Additional terms and conditions:
Corn
Corn will be shrunk to 15.0% moisture.
Drying charges will be paid prior to receiving an advance.
Advance rate will be 70% of the current cash bid.
Beans
Beans will be shrunk to 13.0% moisture.
Advance rate will be 70% of the current cash bid.
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Grain Grade and Moisture Standards
CORN. 2017 crop, Test Weight, Damage, and Foreign Material will be averaged by delivery period. New Vision
corn bids are based on #2 yellow corn grade factors and settled at market discounts on the date of sale, except
moisture. Loads above 4.0% Foreign Material and 10.0% Damage will be settled individually and not be included in
grade averages.
Harvest Moisture Discounts: 1.4% shrink and a drying charge of .03 per bushel for each point of moisture removed.
Loads up to 16.0% moisture will be averaged for Cash and Contracts only, provided the overall average moisture is
15% or less.
Cash and Contract corn will be shrunk to 15.0%
Storage, Feed Bank and Delayed Price Agreement Contracts will be shrunk to 14.0%
SOYBEANS. 2017 crop, Test Weight and Damage will be averaged by delivery period. New Vision soybean bids
are based on #1 Yellow Soybean grade factors and settled at market discounts on the date of sale. Bushels will be
deducted from individual loads with Foreign Material over 1.0%
Harvest Moisture Discounts: 1.0% shrink for each 0.5% of moisture over 13.0% to 15.0%, 1.5% shrink for each .5%
over 15.0%. Soybeans over 17.0% moisture may be rejected. Loads with moisture 14.0% and below will be averaged
by delivery period. Soybeans will be shrunk to 13.0%, Cash, Storage, and DPA.
Worthington, Windom, and Magnolia Feed Corn Deliveries
This corn must be of top quality to satisfy the requirements for the rations of our feed customers. Corn not suitable
for feed processing will be assessed actual freight transfer expense to our nearest shuttle location.

Summary of 2017 Harvest Policies
Unchanged from 2016 Harvest Policies: Corn and bean drying charges, averaging policy & Maximum DPA fee.
Contracting Options and conversion options: Cash Advance Delayed Price Program, that allows the flexibility to roll
from the conventional, no advance DPA to the Cash Advance DPA contract and assume the terms of the cash advance
DPA. Basis Fix Contract with a cash advance that allows the flexibility to roll from open store or DPA to a Basis Fix
Contract with a cash advance.
New for 2017 Harvest Policies: The final pricing date for Delayed Pricing Bushels was changed to August 24th
2018. This was done to accommodate fiscal year-end accounting.
IMPORTANT. Freight spreads between truck locations and shuttle elevators will be increased from three cents per
bushel to five cents per bushel effective September 1, 2017. This change was necessary to reflect increased transfer
freight costs. This is the first adjustment since the freight spread was established in 1986.
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TEST YOUR MANURE
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Instinct® II
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• Selecting proper hybrids and plant populations to attain the established yield goals
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NUTRIENT ANAL
LY
YSIS

Collecting manure samples for nutrient analysis should be considered the foundat
ation
of your nutrient management plan to ensure that overapplication of nutrients is not
occurring and at the same time you are not underapplying a given nutrient if samples
are lower than anticipated. Manure sample analysis should be taken just prior to
application for the most accurate analysis to give you the ability to adjust applicat
ation
rates accordingly to meet your nutrient plans.
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ATION ARE
EAS

Dow AgroSciences trials show that Instinct ® nitrogen stabilizer is successfully
distributed throughout the pit with relatively even distribution when agitated under
common agitation procedures.

UNIFORMITY OF INSTINCT IN PITS
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R ATE CALCUL ATION FOR LIQUID MANURE
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BEST PRACTICES FOR THE BLENDING
OF INSTINCT IN PITS AND LAGOONS*

New Vision Coop Director Nomination Form
Due by September 15, 2017
An at-large director seat election to be conducted in conjunction with the December 11, 2017 Annual Meeting.
Any New Vision Coop member is eligible to nominate any member, including a self-nomination, to be a candidate
for the New Vision Coop Board of Directors. Nominees must complete this Nomination Form and forward it to
any Nominating Committee member or Chad Wieneke, New Vision Coop Board Secretary-Treasurer, for
consideration by September 15, 2017. The New Vision Coop Advisory Board serves as the Nominating
Committee. The Nominating Committee shall review applications and submit nominees to the New Vision Coop
Board of Directors for approval. The New Vision Coop Board of Directors shall review the nominees submitted
by the Nominating Committee and determine which, if any, nominees shall be placed on the ballot as candidates
for election to the Board of Directors. Candidates may be required to participate in an interview. The election is
conducted by mail-in ballot sent to the membership a minimum of two weeks prior to the annual meeting held on
December 11, 2017. Properly executed ballots are counted and results reported during the December 11, 2017
Annual Meeting.
New Vision member making this nomination (can be the nominee):
_____________________________________ ph. no. ______________________________
Full name of person nominated to serve as a New Vision Coop director (the Nominee):
__________________________________________________________________________
Has the nominee agreed to place his/her name for consideration?
______ Yes ______ No
Has the nominee agreed to provide the Nominating committee with all information required to conduct an
evaluation? ______ Yes ______ No
Nominee’s contact information:
Mailing Address: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Telephone: (507) ___________________________Cell Ph. __________________________
E mail address: ____________________________District #:_________________________(Residence)
County, Township & Section of residence: ________________________________________
Return completed form to:

Any Advisory Board member or
Chad Wieneke, Secretary-Treasurer
New Vision Coop
38438 210th Street
Brewster, MN 56119
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Adrian (507) 483-2110 Alpha 507-847-4162 Beaver Creek (507) 673-2388 Brewster (507) 842-5944 Dundee (507) 468-2416 Ellsworth (507) 967-2565
Heron Lake (888) 792-2301 Hills (507) 962-3221 Hills Terminal (507) 962-3243 Jeffers (800) 882-9772 Lismore (507) 472-8233 Marna 507-943-3345
Miloma 507-793-2328 Mt. Lake (888) 427-2423 Reading (507) 926-5185 Wilmont (507) 926-5141 Windom (888) 294-6366 Worthington (800) 657-3200
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Current open positions at New Vision:
- Custom Applicators – Brewster, Jeffers & Lismore
- Feed Production Technician – Magnolia (day shift) & Worthington (night shift)
- Feed Sales - Brewster
- Feed Truck Driver – Magnolia
- Feed Warehouse Operator - Worthington
- Grain Elevator Operator – Windom
- Grain Settlement Supervisor - Brewster
- Lead Feed Maintenance Technician – Worthington
- Seasonal Grain Elevator Operators – Adrian, Ellsworth, Jeffers and Wilmont
- Seasonal Tender Truck Drivers – Brewster, Hills & Jeffers
For an application, go to: www.newvision.coop. You can also contact Katie Meyer in Human Resources at
507-842-2021 or kmeyer@newvision.coop.

